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After the holidays, Humphrey is shocked by a big surprise in Room 26-a new class pet! Humphrey

tries to be welcoming, but Og the frog doesn't respond to any of his friendly squeaks or visits

(remember, he has a lock-that-doesn't-lock). Plus, the students are so interested in Og, they almost

stop paying attention to Humphrey altogether. Humphrey doesn't like the mad-bad-sad feelings he's

had since Og came, but luckily he still gets to have adventures with different kids on the

weekends.Â  Friendship can be tricky, but Humphrey is an intrepid problem-solver. If any hamster

can become buddies with a frog, he can.
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The second grade class at The Benjamin School thinks that all of the Humphrey books are great!

Humphrey was so special to us that we decided to buy our own Humphrey for our class pet. Higbee

Humphrey is grey and white and is a teddy bear hamster but seems to act just like Humphrey did in

the books. One night he escaped in our classroom and four weeks later we found him, but he was

twice the size he first was. Last week he decided to explore our classroom again so escaped a

second time. We can't wait to read the next book in the series and hope that the author will write lots



more about our special friend, Humphrey.

Friendship According to Humphrey is the sequel to the book, World According to Humphrey. This

will teach you about teamwork and friendship. I give this 5 stars.This book takes place in room 26

and there is a little main hamster named Humphrey who sees the true meaning of friendship with

another little main Frog named Og. This unexpected fellow goes BOING! Instead of RIBBIT! Next

Humphrey meets Aldo again and Humphrey finds out that Aldo will start teaching Room 26. That's

all I'm going to give you.Dan, Grade 5, Harrisville, RI

My 11 year old son is a huge Humphrey fan and he could he not be? Humphrey is an adorable

class pet who has all sorts of adventures and narrates what is going on in the classroom. He gets to

go home with a different student every weekend, so Humphrey also relates what happens at those

students homes. This series of books is heartwarming, funny and very entertaining. We have read

many of them together and we have both enjoyed them.

I am a 5th grader (...), CO, and I loved Humphrey's tale! The first person narrative by Humphrey,

who is a hamster - a "golden hamster" he likes to call himself - reveals what is would be like to be a

hamster. The book was both funny and exciting. I highly reccomend this book!

It is a good book that has a few activity a at the end. This is the book that inspired me to write THE

ANIMAL WHISPER AND BOSTN JR. (You can check that out on amozon/kindle.) I think you will

enjoy it if you like hamsters or frogs!

It was a good book .what I liked most was the part were Gail stood to a bully for Heidi dispite the

fact that they were in a fight. It reminds me of when Iwas in a fight with my friend. Like I said, this

was a good book .

I've taught for 25 years and read aloud to my class every day of the school year....how did I miss

this series until now?? Humphrey is a delightful hamster classroom pet who manages to regularly

help out his "classmates"--the students in his class. My 3rd grade students love this series and

some parents have told me this is the first time their child has requested to go buy books. The

author does something innovative at the end of every chapter, i.e. a friendship quote from famous

people, etc. which allows further opportunities for discussion. Highly recommended!



THIS IS ANOTHER BOOK OF WONDERFUL STORIES IN THE "HUMPHRY SERIES"! EACH

BOOK TEACHES OUR YOUNG CHILDREN AN IMPORTANT LESSON AND THIS EXPLORES

THE AREA OF FRIENDSHIP! .COM CARRIES THE WHOLE SERIES SO TREAT YOURSELF

AND YOUR YOUNG ONE TO HAVING SPECIAL TIME TOGETHER WITH A BOOK!
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